A book on *Bhartiya Sikkon Ka Itihas* in Hindi language is published under the auspices of INTACH Shivpuri Chapter and launched by famous coin expert Dilip Raj Gaur, Chandrapur Chapter Convenor Ashok Singh Thakur and Jaipur’s coins collector Prakash Kothari at Birla Auditorium, Jaipur. It is written by Chapter Convener and Editor Paryatan Today Dr Neelkamal Maheshwari and conception of the book is by M P State Chapter Convenor Dr H B Maheshwari. This book consists the history of Indian coins and presents the relevance of coins in understanding the history of rulers, that times economy, tradition, culture and life style etc. On this occasion the National Coins Council Chairman Girish Sharma, M P State Convenor Dr H B Maheshwari and coin collectors from every region were present.